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Abstract
In this paper1 we present a system that automatically builds ordered time-
lines of events from different written texts in English. The system deals
with problems such as automatic event extraction, cross-document tempo-
ral relation extraction and cross-document event coreference resolution. Its
main characteristic is the application of three different types of knowledge:
temporal knowledge, lexical-semantic knowledge and distributional-semantic
knowledge, in order to anchor and order the events in the timeline. It has
been evaluated within the framework of SemEval 2015. The proposed sys-
tem improves the current state-of-the-art systems in all measures (up to eight
points of F1-score over other systems) and shows a significant advance in the
Cross-Document Event Ordering task.
Key words: event ordering, temporal information processing,
cross-document temporal relation, cross-document event coreference,
timelines, distributional semantics
1. Introduction
The problem of cross-document event ordering consists of extracting events
involving a particular target entity among different documents, and ordered
them chronologically in a timeline [43].
Email addresses: borja@dlsi.ua.es,stela@dlsi.ua.es (Borja Navarro-Colorado,
Estela Saquete)
1This paper has been partially supported by the Spanish government, project TIN2015-
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As human beings, we tend to organize the flux of happening in structured
units known as events. Each event is a fact that occurs in the (real or
imaginary) world with a specific structure (the event structure) [26], and
denotes processes, activities, states, achievements or accomplishments [38].
An event involves participants [28] and other components that complete the
event such as time, place, instruments, patients, etc. (see Example 1). In
ISO TimeML Working Group [24], the event was defined as “something that
can be said to obtain or hold true, to happen or to occur”.
(1) <A0>The Airbus A380, the world’s largest passenger plane</A0>, was set to <EVENT eid="e78">
land </EVENT> <LOC>in the United States of America</LOC> <TIMEX>on Monday</TIMEX> after a
test flight.
The fact expressed in this sentence (1) is a landing, where “to land”
(EVENT tag) is the head of the event. The abstract event structure is a
flying object (a plane, the Airbus A380 A0 tag) that lands in a place (a
country, the United States of America LOC tag) in a specific time (on Mon-
day TIMEX tag). The event heads are usually verbs, as in this example, but
they could also be nouns (nominal events). Moreover, relating and ordering
the information extracted from different documents is an essential task to
obtain this knowledge. This cross-document processing improves the tra-
ditional single-document extraction and uses information redundancy to its
advantage [28] [39].
Cross-Document Event Ordering implies the accomplishment of three
sub-tasks. First of all, the extraction of events and related entities from texts,
because it is necessary to know which events appear in each document, and
which entities are related to each one of them. Then temporal information
processing is required in order to extract the temporal expressions and the
temporal relationships established between these events, determining thus
which events happen at the same time. Finally, cross-document event coref-
erence is needed in order to cluster all the mentions that refer to the same
event, regardless of the words used to express them. Example 2 contains two
event mentions that refer to the same fact. In a classical temporal informa-
tion processing system, they are tagged in the text as two different events
(e1 and e2).
(2) Suspected bombs [exploded event (eid: e1)(class: occurrence)] outside the U.S. embassies in the
Kenyan and Tanzanian capitals [Friday timex (class:date)(value:1998−08−07)]. Terrorists provoked
the [blast event (eid: e2)(class: occurrence)]
2
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In order to properly relate the information, it is necessary to detect when
different event mentions are referring to the same fact and to cluster them
together, obtaining also all the related information to this specific fact. In our
example, the explosion of bombs on “1998-08-07” was provoked by terrorists.
The final aim of combining event extraction and temporal information
processing with cross-document event coreference enables us to automatically
build ordered timelines of events from written texts. Considering one specific
entity as the target entity, all the events related to the target entity are
extracted from several documents and arranged in a timeline2 (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: SemEval-2015 Task 4 Example Timeline
In this paper we present a system that copes with this problem and in do-
ing so, our approach is dealing with the three subtasks previously mentioned:
a) event extraction, b) cross-document temporal relation extraction and c)
cross-document event coreference resolution. Its main characteristic is the
application of three different types of knowledge to resolve these problems:
temporal knowledge, lexical-semantic knowledge and distributional-semantic
knowledge.
Our approach attempts to formalize the idea that two or more event men-
tions corefer if they have not only temporal compatibility (the events occur
2Example extracted from the SemEval-2015 Task 4 description.
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at the same time) but also semantic compatibility (the event mentions refers
to the same fact according to their semantic knowledge). In order to detect
semantic compatibility, we will analyze two kind of semantics: lexical se-
mantics and distributional semantics. From our point view, both approaches
to semantics are compatible: while lexical semantics encode the meaning of
words, distributional semantics encode the use of words in specific contexts.
Cross-document event ordering was the topic of the latest SemEval-2015
Task4 [43], called “TimeLine: Cross-Document Event Ordering”.3 In this
paper we will use this Timeline task as an evaluation and discussion frame-
work. Compared with the systems presented there, our system achieves the
best results and that means a significant advance.
The paper is organized as follow: next Section 2 presents the back-
ground on Temporal Information Processing, Event Co-referent Resolution
and Cross-Document Event Ordering. Then, in Section 3, we will explain
our system and how it resolves the problems previously commented. Section
4 is devoted to the evaluation and discussion of the approach, and finally the
main conclusions will be presented in Section 5.
2. Background
2.1. Temporal Information Processing
In general, any task that implies the interpretation of the temporal as-
pects of language has to handle temporal expressions, events and their re-
lations within the text. Many natural language processing (NLP) areas use
temporal information to their advantage. For example, information retrieval
(IR), question answering (QA), and text summarization are relevant NLP
areas in which the usefulness of specific processing of temporal information
has been demonstrated [2] [53] [15]. For these tasks, the automatic process-
ing of the temporal dimension is crucial in order to deal with events that are
temporally anchored to some point or period in time.
Several efforts have been made to define standard ways to represent tem-
poral information in texts [23],[18], [56]. At the moment, the most widespread
3This task was partially motivated by the work presented in the European project
Newsreader (http://www.newsreader-project.eu/.). The goal of this project is to recon-
struct story lines across news articles in order to provide policy and decision makers with
an overview of what happened, to whom, when and where, and timelines are intermediate
event representation towards this goal.
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one is TimeML schema [52]. It annotates not only events and temporal ex-
pressions, but also temporal relations, known as links. Example (3) shows
a sentence annotated with TimeML temporal expressions (TIMEX3), events
(EVENT), and their links.
(3) John <EVENT eid="e1">came</EVENT> on <TIMEX3 tid="t1">Monday</TIMEX3>
<TLINK eventInstanceID="e1" relatedToTime="t1" relType="IS INCLUDED">
The most recent conferences about temporal information processing and
temporal relation extraction were part of the SemEval challenges: TempEval-
1 (2007): Temporal Relation Identification [61], TempEval-2 (2010): Evalu-
ating Events, Time Expressions And Temporal Relations [62], and TempEval-
3 (2013): Temporal Annotation [60].
All theses challenges focused mainly on temporal relations of events, in
order to: a) discover which of them occur before, simultaneously or after
others, and b) annotate all this temporal information (events, timex and
relations) with TimeML annotation scheme. Nowadays there are several
Temporal Information Processing systems such as [59], [57], [7], [19], [29],
[63], [11], [10], [30] and [37]. An extended version of the last one is included
in our system for the event extraction and temporal information processing
subtasks.
2.2. Event Coreference Resolution
Events have been a topic of interest in Philosophy [3] [38] and Linguistics
[33] [26] from a long time. From a computational point of view, different
approaches to automatic event extraction have been proposed, as [28] [1] [41]
[37].
There is a recent interest in event coreference resolution, which consists
of grouping together the event mentions that refer to the same real-world
events into a set of clusters such that all the mentions from the same cluster
correspond to a unique event [5].
The first approaches to event coreference for MUC [27] [4] were focused
on scenario-specific events. OntoNotes created restricted event coreference
[51], corefering only some nominalized events and some verbs. Danlos [16]
worked on event coreference at sentence- level. Most of the event coreference
approaches are within-document approaches. Chen and Ji [12] proposed to
use spectral graph clustering to cluster events. McConky et al. [42] pro-
posed a hybrid approach where the similarity of two events is determined by
a combination of the similarity of the two event descriptions, in addition to
5
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the similarity of the event context features of location and time. A dynamic
weighting approach was selected to combine the three similarity scores to-
gether. Liu et al. [35] presented a supervised approach, describing a method
for propagating information between events and their arguments to improve
the results.
The cross-document aspect regarding event coreference, however, has not
often be explored. Bagga and Baldwin [4] proposed one of the first approaches
in this area. Ji et al. [28] worked on a timeline task using the ACE 2005
training corpora. The task was to link pre-defined events involving the same
centroid entities (i.e. entities frequently participating in events) on a time-
line. Bejan and Harabagiu [6] are performing cross- and within-document
approaches and they are using a rich set of linguistic features to model the
event structure, including lexical features such as head words and lemmas,
class features such as PoS or event class, semantic features such as WordNet
sense or semantic roles frames, etc. They use an unsupervised approach based
on a non-parametrical Bayesian model. In the work presented by Li et al.[34]
the goal was to provide an event fusion approach to obtain the most complete
event possible by combining a set of coreference event mentions from differ-
ent documents which were crawled from Websites. Another cross-document
approach is proposed by Lee et al. [32] introducing a novel coreference reso-
lution system that models entities and events jointly. Cybulska and Vossen
[13] apply an event model based on four components: location, time, partic-
ipant and action. They avoid the use of machine learning methods in order
to analyze how event components influence event coreference. Goyal et al.
[22] use a syntax-based distributional semantic approach on event coreference
resolution.
2.3. Cross-Document Event Ordering
Recently, SemEval-2015 [55] included a task that tried to combine the
knowledge generated from both tasks previously presented (temporal pro-
cessing and event coreference) in order to obtain a timeline of events related
to a specific given entity, from a set of documents [43]. They proposed two
different tracks on the basis of the data used as input. Track A, for which
they provided only raw text sources, and Track B, for which they also made
gold event mentions available. Each main Track has a Subtrack in order to
evaluate only temporal relations between events but not time normalization
or event anchoring.
6
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Track A had two participants: WHUNLP team and SPINOZAVU
team. WHUNLP team processed the texts with Stanford CoreNLP4 [40]
and applied a rule-based approach to extract target entities and their predi-
cates. They also performed temporal reasoning.5 The SPINOZAVU system
[9] is based on a pipeline developed in the NewsReader project. It addressed
entity resolution, event detection, event-participant linking, coreference reso-
lution, factuality profiling and temporal relation processing, first at document
level, and then at cross-document level, in order to obtain timelines.
Track B had also two participants: the Heideltoul team and the GPL-
SIUA team. The Heideltoul approach [46] uses the HeidelTime tool for
temporal information processing and the Standford CoreNLP for event coref-
erence resolution. Besides, a cosine similarity matching function and a dis-
tance measure are used to select which sentences and events are relevant for
the target entity. Our own approach, GPLSIUA [47], was based on a pre-
vious version of the system presented here. It used the OPENER language
analysis toolchain for entity detection, the TIPSem tool for temporal pro-
cessing and a topic modeling algorithm over WikiNews corpus in order to
detect event coreference.
Besides, this competition created an interesting evaluation setting in the
Cross-Document Event Ordering task. Using this setting, the work presented
by Laparra et al. [31] showed that explicit temporal relations are not enough
to obtain a full time-anchor annotation of events and evidenced the need for a
temporal analysis at document level. In their evaluation, they improved the
results presented by WHUNLP team and SPINOZAVU team at SemEval-
2015 Task 4.
The system presented in this paper is an improved version of the one
presented at SemEval-2015 Task 4. As we will show later, both systems
differ in two main aspects. First of all, the knowledge base used in Semeval
version is Wikinews, while the knowledge base used in this version is the
complete Wikipedia. Therefore, the version presented at SemEval used a
domain-specific knowledge base whereas the system presented here is meant
to be a general purpose version. On the other hand, the cluster algorithm
used in the SemEval version was a simple K-Mean. It forces the system to
define behorehand the number of clusters in which it must group the events
4http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
5No bibliography is available apart from the general paper of SemEval 2015 Task 4.
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together. Due to the fact that it is not possible to know beforehand the
number of clusters needed, a different approach has been followed in this
version: two event vectors are clustered only if they have semantic similarity.
Both aspects will be explained in section 3.1.5.
In the next sections the novelty of our system is presented in depth and
evaluated according to the SemEval 2015 Task 4 evaluation framework.
3. Our proposal for Cross-Document Event Ordering
As explained before, given a set of documents and a set of target entities,
the task of Cross-Document Event Ordering consists in building an event
timeline for each entity. The novelty of our proposal relies on the performance
of two clustering methods using different types of knowledge. Each clustering
method is able to resolve temporal relation extraction on one hand and event
coreference resolution on the other hand. These clustering methods are:
• Temporal clustering: by using the temporal information annotated by
a temporal information processing system, the temporal relations be-
tween the events are established and the events can be ordered and
anchored to the timeline.
• Semantic clustering: the events are clustered using lexical semantics
(lemmas and synonyms) and distributional semantic knowledge (topic
modeling over Wikipedia) in order to resolve event coreference.
Formally, the main idea of our approach is that two events e1 and e2 will
be coreferent if they have not only temporal compatibility (e1t = e2t) but
also if they refers to the same facts (semantic compatibility: e1s ' e2s):
coref(e1, e2)→ (e1t = e2t) ∧ (e1s ' e2s)
Temporal compatibility is obtained from a Temporal Information Process-
ing. About the semantic compatibility between two event mentions, there
are two main problems: first, determining which kind of semantic informa-
tion must be taken into account (lexical semantics, semantic roles, etc.), and
second, how this information must be formalized.
Bejan and Harabagiu (2014) [6] proposes a rich semantic characterization
of an event mention through a matrix of linguistic features such as lexical
features (tokens and lemmas), part-of-speech, TimeML event classes and
8
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Wordnet features (synonyms, lexicographical files) and semantic roles. Other
approaches, such as Goyal et al. (2013) [22] proposes a more syntax-based
distributional representation of event structure.
Our proposal is focused on two specific semantic aspects of the event
structure: the event head on one hand (lexical approach), and the event ar-
guments on the other hand (distributional approach). For each one of these
aspects, the system profits from two types of semantic knowledge respec-
tively: lexical knowledge and distributional knowledge.
Distributional semantics is a current event of Computational Semantics
which, instead of extracting the sense of a word from a hand-made lexicon or
dictionary as in Lexical Semantics, tries to infer word meaning from how the
words are used in real texts. The theoretical background of this approach
[20, 25] postulates that it is possible to know the meaning of a word by the
company it keeps in real contexts (that is, according to the words it tends
to appear with in texts). From a computational point of view, this postulate
is formalized by representing words as vectors in a multidimensional space.
These vectors represent how frequently two words tend to appear together
in the same contexts [58].
From a semiotic and cognitive point of view, according to [50, 48], both
the lexical and the distributional semantic information needed to understand
a text are stored in knowledge bases. Therefore, during the interpretation
of a text, there are two cognitive sources of knowledge at work: the lexical
knowledge base (or dictionary or Lexicon), that stores the standard or lexical
meaning of each word; and the distributional knowledge base, which stores
the information about how a word is used [21], that is, to what extent two
words usually appear together in the same context. Our approach to event
coreferent resolution tries to formalize this cognitive structure: the lexical
knowledge is used to find coreferential events according to the event head,
and the distributional knowledge is used to find coreferential events according
to the arguments of the event structure.
3.1. Architecture of the system
Figure 2 shows the main modules of the system, the external tools used
and the knowledge bases. Each module will be explained in the next subsec-
tions.
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Target Entity Filtering 
Temporal Clustering 
Lexical Clustering 
1 2003 launch launch 
2 2007 pass 
3 2008-01 hold 
4 2009 pass 
 
Distributional 
Knowledge 
 
 Distributional Clustering 
Lexical Knowledge 
(WordNet) 
Topic 
Modeling 
Wikipedia 
OPENER 
Temporal Information Processing TIPSem 
Temporal 
Knowledge  
Figure 2: System architecture
3.1.1. Temporal Information Processing
Being the input of the system a set of plain texts, the events in those texts
must be extracted. Furthermore, considering that the final aim is to build a
timeline, temporal expressions and temporal links between events and times
are required. For this reason, the first module of the proposed architecture
is performing Temporal Information Processing. TIPSem system(Temporal
Information Processing using Semantics) [37, 36]6 is used for this purpose.
This system is based on morphosyntactic knowledge plus semantic knowl-
edge, specifically, semantic networks and semantic roles. TIPSem is able to
automatically annotate all the temporal information according to TimeML
standard annotation scheme [54], which means annotating all the temporal
expressions (TIMEX3), events (EVENT) and links between them.
3.1.2. Target Entity Filtering
Considering that not all the events annotated by the previous module are
necessary to build the timeline, but only the ones related to a target entity, a
Target Entity Filtering needs to be performed in order to avoid those events
that are annotated but not related to the given entity.
The Target Entity Filtering requires resolving name entity recognition
and entity coreference resolution. Since this is not the main challenge of
our research, this task is performed using an external tool. Therefore, the
6http://gplsi.dlsi.ua.es/demos/TIMEE/
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OPENER7 web services were integrated in our proposal. More specifically,
the NER8 and the coreference resolution component9.
In order to determine if an event must be part of the timeline or not,
this module chooses the events in which a target entity (or a target entity
coreference) explicitly participates in a has participant relation with the se-
mantic role A0 (i.e. agent) or A1 (i.e. patient), as defined in the Propbank
Project [49]. In case of nominal events, since the information of A0 or A1 is
not obtained, this module chooses the events that have the target entity in
the same sentence. Otherwise, the event is avoided.
3.1.3. Temporal Clustering Approach
As presented by Danlos (2003) [16], working on temporal relations be-
tween two events e1 and e2 determines if one event precedes, includes or
overlaps the other one, supposing that e1 6= e2 for all these temporal rela-
tions. However, for event coreference purposes we are interested in temporal
relations that denote that e1 = e2. We named this as temporal compatibil-
ity10.
Considering these premises and using the temporal information knowl-
edge extracted in the first module of the proposal, the temporal clustering
algorithm is performed in two steps:
• Within-document temporal clustering : For each document, the tem-
poral information of each event is going to be extracted. Each event
is anchored to a time anchor11 when a temporal SIMULTANEOUS/
BEGIN/ INCLUDES link exists between this event and a temporal
expression. After this, two events will be considered part of the same
cluster if they are temporally compatible. This means that: a) two
events are anchored to the same time anchor, or b) two events have a
temporal SIMULTANEOUS link between them.
7http://www.opener-project.eu/webservices
8http://opener.olery.com/ner
9http://opener.olery.com/coreference
10SemEval2015 decided to simplify the representation of durative events in the timelines
by anchoring them in time considering their starting point, so relation type BEGUNBY
or INCLUDES have the same meaning as SIMULTANEOUS.
11A time anchor is always a DATE (as defined in TimeML) and its format follows the
ISO-8601 standard: YYYY-MM-DD, being the maximum granularity admitted in the task
DAY. For lower granularity, only months and years are admitted.
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Example 4 shows two events temporally compatible and clustered to-
gether.
(4) a. The <EVENT eid="e1"> meeting </EVENT> was <TIMEX3 tid="t1" value="2014-03-22">
yesterday </TIMEX3>.
b. At the same time, the teacher <EVENT eid="e2"> presents </EVENT> the ideas.
<TLINK eventInstanceID="e1" relatedToTime="t1" relType="IS INCLUDED" /> <TLINK
eventInstanceID="e2" relatedToEventInstance="e1" relType="SIMULTANEOUS"/>
Two events non-temporally compatible are shown in Example 5.
(5) a. The <EVENT eid="e1"> meeting </EVENT> was <TIMEX3 tid="t1" value="2014-03-22T17:00">
yesterday at 17:00 </TIMEX3>.
b. After that, the teacher <EVENT eid="e2"> presents </EVENT> the ideas.
<TLINK eventInstanceID="e1" relatedToTime="t1" relType="IS INCLUDED" /> <TLINK
eventInstanceID="e2" relatedToEventInstance="e1" relType="AFTER"/>
• Cross-document temporal clustering : From a set of documents (related
by the same topic), and considering that in the previous step all the
events were assigned a time anchor, all the events in the different doc-
uments that are temporally compatible will be clustered together.
(6) a. Document 1: The <EVENT eid="e1"> meeting </EVENT> was <TIMEX3 tid="t1" value=
"2014-03-22"> yesterday </TIMEX3>.
<TLINK eventInstanceID="e1" relatedToTime="t1" relType="IS INCLUDED" />
b. Document 2: The students <EVENT eid="e5"> met </EVENT> on <TIMEX3 tid="t3"
value="2014-03-22">Tuesday</TIMEX3>.
<TLINK eventInstanceID="e5" relatedToTime="t3" relType="IS INCLUDED" />
According to Example 6, in the within-document temporal clustering,
doc1-e1 is anchored to the date “2014-03-22”, and doc2-e5 is anchored
to the same date. Therefore, in the cross-document temporal clustering
step these two events will be considered part of the same cluster.
According to the guidelines for the task, in the case of different granular-
ity, such as “2001” and “2001-05”, events with lower granularity should be
given preference. However, as the task is defined, all the event clusters must
be associated to only one time anchor. This fact poses a problem when we
have two events that corefer and are anchored to compatible time anchors
but different granularities: it is not possible to automatically cluster them
together following the guidelines to build the Timelines. For example, hav-
ing two sentences such as: “Mary came to Spain in 2001” and “Mary visited
12
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Spain in May 2001”, it is impossible to automatically group these two events
in the same cluster because there is a different granularity for the time an-
chors “2001” and “2001-05”. This problem will be studied and resolved in
further proposals of the task.
3.1.4. Event Clustering Approach through lexical knowledge
Once all event mentions that refer to the same lapse of time have been
grouped together, our system tries to detect those events that refer to the
same facts (that is, those coreferent event mentions) using the semantic as-
pects of the event structure to its advantage. As we said before, we apply
two types of semantic information: lexical and distributional. In this sec-
tion, we introduce the event clustering based on lexical knowledge; in the
next section, we will introduce the event clustering based on distributional
knowledge.
The lexical approach tries to find coreferent events through the lexical
information of the event head. The event head is the word or multiword
expression that conveys the main aspect of the event. Example 7 shows
again an event mention with the event head explicitly marked.
(7) The Airbus A380, the world’s largest passenger plane, was set to <EVENT eid="e78">land</EVENT>
in the United States of America on Monday after a test flight.
Our hypothesis in this lexical approach is that two event mentions core-
fer if, besides expressing the same time, their event head express the same
concept. Specifically, two event heads will express the same concept if:
• both event heads are the same word (that is, they have the same lemma,
see Example 8), and
• both event heads are synonyms (Example 9).
(8) a. The airplane will be <EVENT eid="e89">carrying</EVENT> about 500 people.
b. It is being billed as the first time it has <EVENT eid="e88">carried</EVENT> a near-normal
number of passengers.
(9) a. US automaker GM <EVENT eid="e88">reports</EVENT> losses of $ 6 billion.
b. United States automobile company General Motors <EVENT eid="e67">announced</EVENT> it
has lost US$ 6 billion in the first quarter of 2009, amidst heavy declines in revenues.
c. The firm <EVENT eid="e75">said</EVENT> it had lost a net $ 5.9 billion dollars, or $ 9.66 per
share.
13
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Example 9 shows three sentences whose event heads are synonyms (report,
announce, say) and express coreferent events. They are related to the same
meaning of “saying”.
In order to extract lemmas and synonymy relations, the system uses
WordNet [17] as a lexical knowledge base. This knowledge represents all
the lexical knowledge that a human being needs during a language commu-
nication to interpret that two event mentions have the same fact as their
reference. Therefore, the event heads of example 9 share the same synset in
WordNet.
3.1.5. Event Clustering Approach through distributional knowledge
Sometimes, only semantic information about the event head is not enough
to find coreferent events. Example 10 shows two sentences with the same
temporal reference and the same lemma at the event head (“to state”), but
which refer to different facts.
(10) a. <A0>He</A0> <EVENT eid="e200">stated</EVENT> that <A1>his intent was not to “perpetuate
the bad business decisions of the past”</A1>.
b. Of the government ownership <A0>he</A0><EVENT eid="e179">stated</EVENT> that <A1>he
refused “to let General Motors and Chrysler become wards of the state”</A1>.
In order to distinguish between these non coreferential events and the
coreferential ones, it is necessary to also consider the semantics of the argu-
ments of the event structure. The arguments of the event structure consist
of those elements that complete the event (called semantic roles from a lin-
guistic point of view). In example 10, the event “to state”, in order to be a
complete event, always needs at least “a person who states” (argument calls
agent or A0) and “something stated” (argument calls theme or A1). In this
example, both events are not coreferent because argument A1 is semantically
different.
Using the distributional approach, it is also possible to find coreferential
events whose event heads are not synonyms or the same lemma (Example
11):
(11) a. Bank of America <EVENT eid="e86"> reports </EVENT> losses of over US$ 2.2 billion.
b. The Bank of America Corporation has <EVENT eid="e82"> announced </EVENT> that it lost
US$ 2.24 billion in the third quarter of this year.
In this example, the event heads “report” and “announce” are not syn-
onyms (they do not share the same synset in WordNet). However, they are
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coreferent because, according to their arguments, they are referring to the
same fact, and the distributional clustering is able to detect it.
It is not clear exactly which components of event structure are the de-
termining factor in event coreferent resolution [13]. Rather than creating a
complex feature matrix to represent the semantic of the argument as [6] does,
we propose a compact, used-based distributional representation of the seman-
tics of the arguments. Moreover, contrary to [22], who uses a syntax-based
distributional representation, we apply a semantic roles-based distributional
approach.
Assuming that Wikipedia represents all the previous experiences of a
speaker, our system uses a topic-based distributional semantic representation
which applies LDA Topic Modeling [8] to Wikipedia. LDA Topic Modeling
extracts a set of topics from large corpora. Each topic is a distribution over a
fixed vocabulary, so that each one is represented by the most frequent words.
Therefore, applying LDA over Wikipedia, we obtain a lemma-topic matrix
in which the distributional meaning of each word is represented by a vector
of topics: the topics in which a lemma tends to appear. This lemma-topic
matrix is used as a distributional knowledge base. All the experiments have
been done with 500 topics.
Formally, the distributional knowledge base is a matrix D ∈ Mn×m(R)
where n stands for the most frequent lemmas on Wikipedia and m is the
amount of topics extracted (500). Each row Dn, that represents a lemma, is
a vector formed by the weight of the lemma in each topic. Table 1 shows a
sample of three possible topic models extracted from Wikipedia.
Table 1: Topic Models from Wikipedia
Topic Words
0 smiling blood solidity diuretic rinne thermophiles...
1 apple macbook battery pro keynote notebook features...
2 plane aircraft crash flight air airport passengers accident ...
Once the distributional knowledge base is created, the coreference reso-
lution process is as follows: we extract the event structure for each sentence
(the event head and the arguments). For each content word of the arguments
(nouns, adjectives, etc.), the system extracts its distributional vector from
the distributional knowledge base. In this way we obtain a vector of topics
for the words of each argument.
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Formally, the event structure is represented as a tuple of three elements:
the argument A0, the argument A1 and the event head H:
ES =< A0, A1, H >
An event argument is a set of content words. For each word wn, the
system extracts its distributional topic-based vector from the Wikipedia dis-
tributional knowledge base (
−→
V (wn)). An argument is then a set of vectors
corresponding to each word in the argument set:
A0 = {−→V (w1), ...,−→V (wn)}
Thereupon the distributional meaning of all the arguments of an event is
obtained by compositionality. In this case, we have applied a simple additive
method [45] to obtain a single vector that represents the meaning of the whole
event structure. Let
−→
V (A0) be the compositional vector of an argument A0,
it is calculated as:
−→
V (A0) =
n∑−→
V (wn)
Finally, the compositional vector of the whole event structure
−→
V (ES) is:
−→
V (ES) =
−→
V (A0) +
−→
V (A1)
With this vector, the distributional semantic representation of the event
structure is finished. It represents all the topics related to the words of the
arguments in a specific event mention. Thus we have all the distributional
information of the event structure contained in a single vector.
In order to determine if two events are coreferential, the system calculates
the cosine similarity between both event vectors. If the cosine similarity
between two event vectors is higher than 0.912, the system concludes that
there is a coreference between them and hence they are grouped together in
the same cluster. Formally
coref(
−→
V (ES1),
−→
V (ES2)) =⇒ sim(−→V (ES1),−→V (ES2)) ≥ 0.9
We consider coreference as a transitive relation, therefore:
coref(
−→
V (ESa),
−→
V (ESb)) ∧ coref(−→V (ESb),−→V (ESc)) =⇒ coref(−→V (ESa),−→V (ESc))
12After some tests, we have settle a threshold of 0.9 over 1.
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4. Evaluation
As explained before, given a set of documents and a set of target entities,
the task of event ordering consists in building a timeline related to each
entity, i.e. detecting, anchoring in time, and ordering the events in which
the target entity is involved [43]. This research is focused on written news
in English, since news describe actions and the relationships between them.
However, it could be extended to any other domains.
4.1. Evaluation Environment
In order to evaluate our approach, the dataset provided for Task4 at
SemEval 2015 has been used.13 The dataset used for this task was composed
of articles from Wikinews about three topics: a) Airbus and Boeing (corpus
1);b) General Motors, Chrysler and Ford (corpus 2); and c) Stock Market
(corpus 3).
These evaluation corpora consist of 30 documents for each corpus (around
30,000 tokens and 915 events altogether) and they are very similar in terms
of size. It is interesting to notice, however, that the timelines created from
Stock Market corpora have a lower average number of events (20.3 events)
with regard to those created from the other corpora (26.4 events for Airbus
and 25.7 events for GM). It is important also to emphasize that, on average,
Stock Market timelines contain events from a higher number of different
documents, i.e. 9.1 versus 6.2 for Airbus and 5.7 for GM.
At SemEval 2015 Task 4, two different tracks were proposed on the basis
of the data used as input: Track A for which they provided only raw text
sources, and Track B, for which they also provided available gold events
mentions. All the experiments shown in this section were performed using
Track B input.
The evaluation metrics used at SemEval 2015-Task 4 are based on the
evaluation metrics used for TempEval-3. They defined temporal awareness
[60] as the performance that implies the correct recognition and classification
of the temporal entities involved in the temporal relations. In order to per-
form the evaluation of the temporal awareness, each timeline is transformed
by the evaluation tool into a set of temporal relations [43]. Then, precision,
recall and F1-score are calculated.
13http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2015/task4/index.php?id=data
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Furthermore, due to the fact that we are evaluating three different cor-
pora, and different timelines for each corpora, in which the number of events
involved is different, the results obtained in the evaluation are presented in
terms of micro-average, due to the fact that this measure is useful when
the dataset varies in size. In micro-average, we are not considering just an
average of the precision and recall of the different sets, but rather we are
summing up the individual true positives, false positives, and false negatives
of the system for the different sets and applying them to obtain precision,
recall and F1 measures.
4.2. Experiments and Results
For our evaluation, four different experiments have been performed in
order to determine what is the best way to deal with event ordering task.
The descriptions of the experiments are:
• TC+LCV1: Temporal clustering + Lexical Semantic clustering consid-
ering only lemmas
• TC+LCV2: Temporal clustering + Lexical Semantic clustering consid-
ering lemmas and synonyms
• TC+DSC: Temporal clustering + Distributional Semantic clustering
• TC+LCV2+DSC: Temporal clustering + Lexical Semantic clustering
considering lemmas and synonyms+ Distributional Semantic Cluster-
ing
The Track B14 results obtained by the system in the evaluation of Micro-
F1, Micro-Precision and Micro-Recall are presented in Table 2 per subcorpora
and over the whole dataset. The experiment TC+LCV1 is the same as the
one called Run1 in our participation at SemEval2015-Task 4. The other
three experiments are the novelty of this work. Furthermore, the comparison
between our results and the results obtained by other systems can only be
done with the HEIDELTOUL team’s outcome, since it was the only team
that participated in the same Track as our system at SemEval 2015-Task
4. Due to the fact that this is a very novel task, no other competition has
been held. The HEIDELTOUL team presented also two different runs, whose
results are also presented in this table.
14Timelines with time anchors from texts annotated with events.
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Measure Approach Airbus GM Stock Total
Micro-F1 TC+LCV1 22.35 19.28 33.59 25.36
TC+LCV2 26.01 22.13 31.39 26.53
TC+DSC 25.19 19.62 31.71 26.20
TC+LCV2+DSC 26.21 21.08 31.58 26.61
HEIDELTOUL1 19.62 7.25 20.37 17.03
HEIDELTOUL2 16.50 10.94 25.89 18.34
Micro-P TC+LCV1 17.73 14.25 36.58 21.73
TC+LCV2 20.58 16.60 36.50 23.56
TC+DSC 19.85 14.12 37.81 23.29
TC+LCV2+DSC 20.80 15.69 37.04 23.68
HEIDELTOUL1 17.75 9.46 34.02 20.11
HEIDELTOUL2 10.82 8.84 21.97 13.58
Micro-R TC+LCV1 30.20 29.78 31.06 30.46
TC+LCV2 35.33 33.21 27.53 30.37
TC+DSC 34.47 32.12 27.31 29.96
TC+LCV2+DSC 35.43 32.12 27.53 30.37
HEIDELTOUL1 21.94 5.88 14.54 14.76
HEIDELTOUL2 34.76 14.34 31.50 28.23
Table 2: Results on the SemEval-2015 Task4 TrackB
The four experiments have been evaluated more in detail (Table 3) con-
sidering the selection of events in which a target entity is involved, regardless
of their ordering in timelines. The number of true positives and F1-scores
are shown. Besides, the evaluation of the time anchors assignment in terms
of accuracy is also provided15.
Airbus GM Stock Total
Events TA Events TA Events TA Events TA
Runs TP F1 Acc TP F1 Acc TP F1 Acc TP F1 Acc
TC+LCV1 240 59.33 36.67 234 67.73 24.34 190 72.80 43.16 664 65.68 34.17
TC+LCV2 247 60.30 40.00 244 68.93 27.00 181 69.08 43.00 672 65.56 36.00
TC+DSC 241 59.06 39.83 243 68.64 27.16 180 68.70 43.33 664 64.84 36.14
TC+LCV2+DSC 247 60.39 39.67 244 69.02 27.04 181 69.08 43.09 672 65.59 36.01
Table 3: Evaluation of the selection of events in which a target entity is involved and of
time anchors assignment
Regarding other systems presented in the background that are performing
event coreference, the comparison is not possible since these systems are only
resolving event coreference but not event ordering, and using different corpora
15For each timeline, the accuracy is computed by dividing the number of matching
events/time anchors by the number of correctly identified events (TP in table).
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in order to evaluate event coreference. [51] is using Ontonotes corpora, [12]
and [42] are using ACE corpus, [5] used also ACE corpora and ECB corpora,
[32] is using ECB corpora, [35] is using Intelligence Community (IC) corpora,
[14] and [22] are using both IC and ECB corpora. [34] and [4] corpora are
unavailable.
In the next section, we will analyze the results obtained from the different
experiments performed and we will compare these results with the current
state-of-the-art systems.
4.3. Discussion
Table 2 presents the results of evaluating our experiments in the cross-
document event ordering task framework provided by SemEval2015 Task 4
(Track B). The best performance is achieved by the combination of the tem-
poral clustering, the lexical semantic clustering using lemmas and synonyms
and the distributional semantic clustering (26.61% in F1-score).
F1-score results are quite similar between TC+LCV2 and TC+LCV2+DSC
experiments. It is remarkable that the three-cluster experiment is obtaining
the best precision results. It should be pointed out too that all our ex-
periments outperform the state-of-the-art (system HEIDELTOUL) in all its
runs and all metrics, with a difference of 8.27 points in the F1-score when
we compare the best solutions by both systems.
Although the results obtained by the temporal plus distributional seman-
tic clustering are reasonable by themselves, it is remarkable that there is an
increase both in precision and recall when adding the lexical clustering to
this experiment instead of performing TC+DSC alone.
The system is performing better on the “Stock Market” corpus. One of
the reasons is that in the timelines related to this corpus all the events were
ordered, while in the other two corpora less than 70% of the events were
ordered. Since our approach is using the TipSEM system to determine time
anchors and time relations, most of the events in the timelines are anchored to
a date and therefore they are ordered in time. However, in the gold standard
timelines for “Airbus” and “GM”, 30% of the events in the timeline are in
position 0 with an undefined date (XXXX-XX-XX) and in these cases, if the
system detects the event, it is not considered a true positive.
Despite the fact that adding distributional semantic clustering to the
temporal and lexical clustering approach improves the precision of the sys-
tem, the improvement is less than we expected. After these experiments
we conclude that the distributional representation based on Topic Models is
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too abstract for event coreference resolution. In the end, many words are
related to the same topic model. This is why the similarity threshold has
been fixed in 0.9: a low threshold will group many non-coreferential events
together. Therefore, although distributional representation based on Topic
Models is right (there is a clear improvement compared to other approaches
and to the lemma-based approach), it suffers from over-representation. The
challenge for Future Works is to find a vectorial semantic representation that
is more specific than the topic-modeling approach, but more abstract than
the lemma- and synonym-based approach.
The figures in Table 3 show an F1-score higher than 64% for all the
corpora in the case of selected events involving a target entity in all the
experiments. In this evaluation, the ordering is not being considered and
this is why F1-score is higher than in Table 2 where all the elements related
to event ordering are taken into account.
Regarding the accuracy results of time anchors, all our experiments are
obtaining very similar results (up to 34%). This is consistent since the tem-
poral clustering, performed by the TipSEM system, is the same for all of the
experiments and this accuracy is totally dependent on the performance of the
TipSEM tool in determining proper temporal relations and normalization of
temporal expressions.
According to Tempeval-3 [60] evaluation, the TipSEM system is obtaining
an F1-score of 65.31% at temporal expression performance and an F1-score of
42.39% at temporal awareness regarding temporal relations. In event order-
ing both tasks are combined with a final F1-score of 36% in the whole, for all
the experiments except from the one using only temporal and lemmas cluster-
ing that is obtaining 34.17%. The improvement in accuracy for the three new
experiments is due to a granularity problem of the experiment presented in
SemEval2015-Task 4 (same as TC+LCV1). The problem was due to the fact
that TipSEM normalization was resolving temporal expressions according to
the granularity of the expression itself, i.e. “three months ago” as “YYYY-
MM”. However, all the expressions in the output of the SemEval2015-Task
4 were transformed to the granularity format “YYYY-MM-DD”. This was
adapted for the new experiments causing thus an increase in the accuracy
measure.
After analyzing the main problems of the different experiments performed,
three main types of errors were detected:
• Errors due to a wrong temporal expression normalization or a wrong
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temporal relation assignment obtained by the TipSEM system. Since
the temporal clustering is the first step of the system, only those events
with temporal compatibility (events happening at the same moment)
are clustered together. However, if the TipSem system wrongly detects
the time anchor of an event, it will cluster it wrongly, provoking a chain
of errors at temporal anchoring, event coreference and ordering in the
timeline. All the experiments will suffer from this type of error since
the temporal clustering is the first part of all the experiments in our
system.
• Errors due to a wrong detection of the arguments of the event. When
adding distributional semantic clustering to the lexical clustering, if
two events are considered coreferent by the lexical clustering but some
of the arguments of one of them (A0 or A1) are pronouns referring
to the target entity, the topics in the vector are, most of the times,
not properly generated and therefore those events are not considered
coreferent by the distributional semantic clustering and they will be
separated in two different clusters.
Example (12) shows two coreferent events that share the same event
head (“to offer”). The lexical cluster groups them together correctly as
coreferential. However, due to the fact that, on one hand, the role A0
of the second event is an anaphora (“both”, which refers to Chrysler
and GM) and, on the other hand, practically no words of roles A1 are
semantically related (maybe only “auto” and “vehicle”), the distribu-
tional cluster finally splits them incorrectly into two different clusters.
The distributional cluster has not enough distributional semantic infor-
mation to detect the event coreference. An anaphora resolution system
will resolve, partially, this problem.
(12) a. <A0>Chrysler</A0> will <EVENT eid="e88">offer</EVENT> <A1>a $25,000 vehicle voucher...
</A1>
b. <A0>Both</A0> will <EVENT eid="e96">offer</EVENT> <A1>the deal to most United Auto
Workers (UAW) union members</A1>.
This entity coreference resolution problem is also impoverishing the
results in the evaluation of the event selection in which the target entity
is involved as shown in Table 3. This is an important source of errors
in the selection of events since there are a lot of anaphoric references
in texts from newspapers.
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In order to analyse in depth the impact of anaphoric expressions in our
experiments, we have extracted the manual annotation of the evalu-
ation corpora provided by the MEANTIME corpus[44]. The MEAN-
TIME Corpus (the NewsReader Multilingual Event ANd TIME Cor-
pus) consists of the same corpora as the one used at SemEval2015-
Task 4 and their translations in Spanish, Italian, and Dutch. It has
been annotated manually at multiple levels, including entities, events,
temporal information, semantic roles and entity coreference. For our
analysis, we have extracted this entity coreference annotation, used it
for both the distributional semantic clustering and selection of events,
and re-evaluated our three main approaches using them, in order to
determine if there is an improvement. For this experiment, only the
anaphoric expressions related to the entities of the timelines have been
considered and the results are presented in Table 4.
Approach Micro-F1 Micro-P Micro-R
TC+LCV2+MeantimeEC 29.95 25.17 36.98
TC+DSC+MeantimeEC 29.73 24.94 36.78
TC+LCV2+DSC+MeantimeEC 30.09 25.37 36.98
Table 4: Results using MEANTIME manual entity coreference annotation
As shown in Table 4, the best experiment is still the one combining tem-
poral, lexical and distributional semantics but all of the approaches ob-
tain better results in all measures, and especially in terms of recall, since
there are many more properly selected events when the entity corefer-
ence resolution is applied. Our best approach (TC+LCV2+DSC) is
obtaining an increase of 3.5 points in F1 measure, 1.7 in precision and
the most outstanding value, 6.61 points in recall.
• Similar problems arise with regard to nominal events: event structures
whose event head is not a verb but a noun, as the event b. in Example
(13)
(13) a. <A0>the first Airbus A380</A0> <EVENT eid="e93">landed</EVENT> <A1>at Singapore’s
Changi International Airport</A1> at 6:40 p.m. (GMT+8).
b. the <EVENT eid="e74">landing</EVENT> was a milestone not only for SIA, but also for
Changi International Airport.
The problem is that, due to the fact that the event “the landing” is
a noun (a deverbal noun to be precise, a noun derived from a verb),
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it is not possible to extract semantic roles from it. The distributional
representation of these events is formed only by the topic vector of the
noun head. Therefore, their semantic representativity is smaller, com-
pared to the compositional vector of verbal events. This is why nominal
events have not enough semantic information for their coreferences to
be detected. Nominal events coreference needs to be detected by means
of a specific strategy.
This problem also affects the results in the evaluation of the selection of
events, because according to the guidelines for this task, only the events
in which the target entity explicitly participates in a has participant
relation, with the semantic role A0 or A1, must be selected. In case
of nominal events, our approach consists in selecting the event if the
target entity is contained in the sentence but this is not always true.
In order to analyse more deeply the impact of nominalization in our
experiments results, we have extracted the number of nominal events
from the manual annotation of event mentions at MEANTIME cor-
pus [44]. In this corpus, the event mentions have an attribute Part of
Speech (POS) with “NOUN” value for nominal events. From a total
of 992 events in the Gold Standard output, 132 of them were consid-
ered as nominal events according to MEANTIME manual annotation.
Therefore, around a 13% of the total events in the output were nominal
events16.
The results reveal that the combination of a temporal clustering, a lexical
clustering including lemmas and synonyms and a distributional clustering,
consistently outperforms the other experiments. It must be also taken into
account that the combination of the distributional semantic clustering plus
the lexical semantic clustering is improving the results for all measures com-
pared with the distributional semantic clustering in isolation, and all of the
experiments presented here are also improving the results of the state-of-the-
art systems. Despite the fact that distributional clustering suffers from er-
rors of external tools (anaphora resolution, semantic roles labeling) and from
under-representation (nominal events), improving or solving these problems
16Since the POS attribute is not compulsory in MEANTIME annotation guidelines,
some event mentions have no POS attribute, meaning that probably there are many more
nominal events than the ones that have been annotated
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will show that this combination of different semantic clustering benefits, even
more, the performance of the event ordering task resolution over all metrics
rather consistently.
5. Conclusions
In this work we present a system that is able to cope with the cross-
document event ordering task. This task involves dealing with automatic
event extraction, cross-document temporal relation extraction and cross-
document event coreference resolution. In order to tackle these problems,
three different types of knowledge have been used:
• Temporal knowledge that allows the system to perform a temporal
clustering based on the temporal compatibility of two events, implying
that two events are part of the same cluster if they happen at the same
time. This inference is being performed both at within- and cross-
document level.
• Lexical-semantic knowledge that allows the system to determine whether
two events refer to the same fact if their event heads express the same
concept. We are assuming that this happens when their event heads
either have the same lemma or are synonyms.
• Distributional semantic knowledge that considers the semantics of the
arguments of the event structure, allowing the system to determine if
two events are coreferent because they are semantically compatible and
usually appear in the same context.
In order to analyse the impact of these different types of knowledge in
the event ordering task, the system has been evaluated under the framework
proposed at SemEval-2015 Task 4. This task consists in generating timelines
of events related to a target entity. Four different experiments have been
performed. All of them include the temporal clustering since it is impossible
for two events to be coreferent if they occur at different times. Then, we
have combined: a) the temporal clustering with the lexical-semantic clus-
tering (using lemmas and synonyms), b) the temporal clustering with the
distributional-semantic clustering, and c) the temporal clustering with the
lexical-semantic clustering and the distributional semantic clustering.
Results show that the timeline creation is a very challenging task (F1-
Score of 26.61%) but with our approach we are outperforming the results
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of the state-of-the-art systems (+8.27 points in F1-score) and we consider
that the combination of temporal knowledge, lexical semantic knowledge
and distributional semantic knowledge achieves reasonable results even when
the distributional semantic clustering is very dependent on external tools
such as entity coreference resolution and semantic role labeling. Besides,
nominal events require a special treatment, which is beyond the scope of
this paper. Therefore, we can conclude that the combination of temporal,
lexical-semantic and distributional information is a proper approach to Cross-
Document Event Ordering since it is outperforming the current state-of-the
art systems.
Obviously, timeline creation is an open task and in future research we
would like to explore some other strategies for event ordering tasks, such
as combining the clustering process in a different way, dealing with nominal
events, improving entity coreference resolution to properly represent the ar-
guments of the events and improving distributional representation through
word embeddings. Furthermore, it is also our goal to tune the system in
order to evaluate it within the Track A framework of SemEval2015 Task 4,
and compare the results with the teams that participated in said Track.
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